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I. INT RODUCTI ON

This monograph has been developed as a part of the activities of the Advanced Ins
titutional Development Program (Al DP) Two-year College Consortium. One of the con

sortium activities is to develop publications that will be helpful to consortium members

and others in the higher education community.

This monograph focuses on outcome measures in higher education. The publicil

ti on has grown out of a workshop on this topic held by the consortium in Washington,

D.C. on March 17, 1976.

The monograph consists of an article by Dr. Sidney S. Micek on the definition, col-
lection and use of outcome measures; an article by Dr. L. James Harvey on how outcome

measures fit into a Planning, Management and Evaluation System; and two articles from
colleges that are developing outcome measures systems. Dr, Enrique Solis, Jr. and Mr.
Richard Drum present the conceptualization of a project at El Paso Community College

and Dr. Charles J. Kinnison, of Kalamazoo Valley Community Colleye, describes their

project.

The appendices contain some additional information on c come measures, includ-

ing the measures tentatively defined by Kalamazoo Valley Community College.

L. James Harvey, Ph.D.
Contributing Editor
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AN APPROACH .1-0 OUTCONIF MEASUNLS
DE H NITI ON, COLLECTION, AND USE

Dt . Sidney S. (VI icelt

IN RODUCI U )N

The adaptability and responsiveness of community colleges to the needs of individ
uals and society have long been the concern of community college planners and deci
siori-makers. Today, however, the pressures coining from outside the institution from
ler,tislators, taxpayers, employers, parents, new apphcants and others as well as pressures

being exerted from within from students, faculty and administrators suggest that

flow, more than e,er before, community colleges need to reexamine the results and bene
fits of their prot!raMs fronl the perspective of the complex and dynamic issues confront
ing postsecondary education and to plan accordingly.

While cornnmity college planners and decision makers are well aware of the issues
confronting their institutions, they are beginning to recognize that sound directions can
not be evolved by conic( ;tr,i hog solely on historical cost data. Likewise, they are aware
that the detailed analytis of deinographic data and institutional resources does not pro
vide a final answer for makina decisions and laying plans that will help the institution
effectively adapt and respono to the needs of students, employers, and other constituents

at the local and state levels As a result, decision-makers are recognizing that for planning,
management and evaluation to he effective, these processes must be oriented to making
the outcomes of communcy cnIlege programs relevant to the present and future needs
of individuals and society. In snort, there has emerged an inderstanding of the necessi-

ty for an "outcome-oriented" a;)proach o planning, management and evaluation that is
based on information about the results and impacts of an institution's programs rather

than on information based exclusivel/ on what goes into such programs and how those

programs are ope, ,ted.

While most individuals concerceo witii the community college and postsecondary
education in general, recognize the need and urgency for utilizing outcome information
for purposes of program planning, management and evaluation, as well as to support and
justify long-range plans and budgets, they are quik to point Out the complexity of the

problems associated with identifying and measuring the outcomes of postsecondary edu-
cation and incorporating this information in the planning and budgeting processes.

One major difficulty is that, traditionally, few explicit measures of program effec
tiveness have been collected. Also, little has been done to show the links between re-
sources and activities used and the attainment of desired outcomes, even when these out-

comes can be quantified. In short, it has been muci ?,asier to see whether a plan has been
accomplished in terms of activity or resource measures (e.g., expenditures, student:faculty
ratios, enrollment levels) than in terms of educational outcomes.

3
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A second Iii It a l ten t ited th,it c\.,1 vI Hr intoim woo about outcomes is
it is dinicult tin ui-,1",ince the Itii.hieuiles hti aridly:Intl and interpreting these

(Lila ,111. 11111111d or al,' 110( well Ill1(101`100(1. I (4 n\.1111ph!, given ill Mt the variables that
potentially iffi.t ,: particular oulconic, it is e\tninielv difficult to determine c:ruse nut

lect relationship,.. A fin thin cornple\ re,dilts because many progiams have joint
outmni... I or lx,implo a wcationil nIngl,1111 Illay contribute to student knowl
edgti ani k ill development addihofl It) pH 011(:111(1 Val u !;ervICIii; I() members of the
busiliess r iii ii y.

A tlimi 111,11m di I ficulty is that most planned. air I .lecLaon makers simply have
11,1r time translating their institutional and program goal!, into specific objectives stated
in measurable outcome Wr -11,1dInorldlly, iji ml seH111,1 eS, 010' of the first steps in the

planning process: however, omy the goals are stated, too often they remain in general,
/HMI opiratiormul terInS. 1.11P toils laCk. I1110 specific, Illeatillrable (le
sciiptions, planners arid managers have trouble utili.nrig them in selecting the optnnal,
or t'yt'll prOMIsing, L0l11`;t.; 01,1CIl011 inn ill OvallIdnIVI 1111nlenlented programs.

rimoily, USi ill 0l1IC0Ine tod by the fear of potential misuseii .
Urn' aspect of this fear that the data viIl rot portray an accurate picture of the actual
benef its derived from the insti tution and its programs. A second, and perhaps more basic,
concern is uncertainty ahnot the ultimate findings and the actions that will be taken by
persons in positions of control outside the institution. .1- his latter concern is based on
;he fear that the evaluation process will not adequately take into account those outcomes
and benefits that are non quantifiable and those inputs and goals that are unique to a
given institution or program.

The complexity Of identifying, measuringind evaluating t'w outcomes of corrununi
ty colleges and their prograrns is obvious and overwhelming; yet, it is becoming increasing
ly clear that we must !earn to deal with these problems, given scarce resources, new de-
mands from various consumers, and pressures for accountability. The question that ex
ists is: "How do we begin to deal with these problems?"

The overall purpose of this monograph is devoted to this question. The remainder
of this paper is intended to share with you the approach that has been taken at the National
Center for Higher Education Management Systems in trying to develop some useful tools
and procedures that might help decision.makers iikntifv, obtain, and use the outcome
inforniation they need for thf!ir planning, management and evaluation concerns.

NCIIF.N1S APPROALII

Although NCHEMS always recognized that both outcome information and cost in
formation are necessary for e f f ec tive planning and management in postsecondary educa-
tion, NCHEMS did not immediately attack both problems on the same scale. The Cen-
ter's initial efforts focused primarily on ;he development of procedures for measuring,

4
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analyzing, and communicating institutional and jo ()gram costs. Hier ::tratrirjy was not
only a result of the iazo of the pionliim anil the inhorlint resource limitations hut also a
response to Mi. Heeds and prelorences il NLIII M:l's constituents.

lowever, 1 pnissuois for ,iccouritability increased and the postsecondary riduca
ion :ommuility O1.9,111 t1H111tA tin tmirnieiiI OrPs'alleS of rising costs and limited re

!toter:es, NCI 111MS recognized that it no longer could focus primarily on the development
of cost irnlorioatiuiii hi problem ol developing OlItt:O011' infoillndti0(1 hdO to be addles
sod also. As .1 result, the worries of Postsecondary t.'llOC,ItIOrl Ploit!ct Was estdblishell
to develop tools intl proceduies for describing and analyzing educational outcomes and
to assist del:Isionn 111;11\tV iii UlltHstdniding ond using outcome information in their plan
rting and management rlecisions.

At the Irriginning ot the Outcomes Project, IIH 111,11O1 OOH:ti ye Was to IterolTIOMOle

familiar with the Outcomes measurement and analysis problem in higher education and
to determine how NCHE MS could aid its constitutents in dealing with the problem Pur

suing this objective, the stal f began studying what had been done in this area and examin
ing the questions decision-makers were asking relative to postsecondary education out-
CoMes. Many discussions wure held with pratitioners, researchers, and others interested
in the outcomes information problem. A national seminar was held in Washington, D.C.
in 1970 for the purpose of highlighting the problems of identifying, measuring, and ana-
lyzing the outcomes of postsecondary education. A number of authorities in the field
were broright together to present position papers on the subject and the results of the
seminar were compiled and published (Lawrence, et al., 1970). Another major activity
during this early stage was the establishment of a Design Committee for the purpose of
conceptualizing and stimulating thinking about what research, development, and imple-
mentation efforts should be undertaken.

As the project progressed, this early objective gave rise to an overall conception of
the outcomes area that could serve as an operational basis for future work. The long-
term Outcomes of Postsecondary Education Project currently underway at NCHEMS
rests on the premise that, in order to collect and use information about the outcomes of
postsecondary education, three related needs must be filled:

1. The need to provide a comprehensive picture of the outcomes of postsecondary
education and to develop the capability to measure these outcomes;

2. The need to provide a structure for organizing outcomes information as a prereq
uisite for the anlysis and communication of this information; and

3. The need to develop analytic procedures to apply this information to the solution
of particular planning and management problems.

Major components of the Outcomes Project are directed toward each of these needs.

5



With icgoill Ii Iftcdii/cs ;I ..111(.,0tci.! ,
1 ( I)

tily Inikeatois postsecomlai I iit1IIIHI onti ouies, deline each of these

,(!;!andard Istilon. I:3/ develop 111)thitt", ill these

indicatois. and (1) ili!semulatc the and iendni neceaoli inakeis in 1111:

j)(0,t!;14:(1111l ii, (4111C,111(111 L1)1101111t)11\,.

V\i() 111,1)M 1.11:Ita!, th.ncli,;01),,r0 lull Idriip! if

sectintlary education ()mom,. imlic,app.,. in,t, 111..y lecognitittil that in

V'ity "/HY(10,1111\t' 111,11, t`I', the meas

frill';( Ihit iN/L,(,, 1.1( (if Hit) III tifnik.

respohding need kir ii l/1:,//11 .-1ni; qr/li-trirc, NC! II MS is ( I) developing
t.leneral catetiotization scheme liii classifying ,ind organcnini otitcorne measures, (2)

identifying the distinctly di I ferent typos of educational outcomes, (31 categuriling the
measures in accorsid110 with these distinctions. aki.1 (4) iedviding procedures whereby
measures tw arrayed within these major catelior* in a logical and useful fashion.
The structure should nut only accominot fate the fill nge of outcomes, but also make
allowanr-,es for the Vat IMP; tilitC.1)1111 di11101tilOri, liii 1! kmg term versus short term and
the multiple levek of dotal! (f row inde.fidual Ii ociety) that must be iccommodated.

ITT addilim to or ijanizing 111t!dlat' t: 1:i,f111111alleiltion, this structure should

provide a focal point for conceptual and theoretical discussions surrounding the ques
tion, "'Just what are tii i? outcomes of postsecondary educatioil The devekipment of a
comprehensive oll tcorne-; structure requires the resolution of the very diff icult question
of what should be considered an outcome of postsecondary education and what should
not. The structure will serve ilso to identify categoi ies of outcomes for which measures
or indicators are not yet identified, Used in this way a formal st -ucture can not only
provide a mechanism to assist in the coordination ot research and development efforts,
hut also serve as a device to highlight those outcomes for which quantitative measures
are not available, thus ruinforcin,t the 11(il t.0 fe,i1 with such outcomes qualitatively.

Inasmuch as the ultimate ctiective is improved planning, management, arid evalua-
tion, NCHEMS is placing particular emphasis on the identification and development of
relevant analytic capabilities that will foster the interpretation and use of outcome data.
In particular, attention is being focused CM developing capabilities for investigating rela-
tionships arnong input or proc ss variables and resulting outcomes. It is anticipated that
users will benefit not only. f rorn the actual findings of these analyses in case study form,
but also from the dissemination of prototyft.i analytic procedures and techniques ap-
plicable in undertaking analyses of particular kinds of f or-oh:ems.

In carrying out these tasks, NCHEMS is relying heavily on a strategy of producing
products early in the development cycle and then concentrating on making improvements
wherever possible. In keeping with the technique, a preliminary set of outcome measures,
a preliminary outcomes cle-;sification structureind an initial sut of outcomes data collec-
tion and analytic Procedur(:s and ,jUidelifles have been developed and are being f ield tested.
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';'ily,e,juent Hunt., Heil ted t,,-varii aml I, linemen'
ot raw ploilin 1.. h ol the three area..

I he developliwni also rhalacteri;ed hy IiivOlvellIrlit itf
potential user., ol the project ',..;,111!0 odcti ...toga.. WI II NT; has consistently la
voted styh. itl operation that .,oheits input hom product usen; dur inu the development
process. I listotically, the; invo,vement li,i lien obtained through task forces, advisory
"nouns, held leviews and pilot tests lit the Outcome.; Project, these involvement mech

,ne being augmented by surveys alnl 0(11(.1 ilevlet". 111,11 11101A) iii ,tdit to acquit,.
input ni a more systerllatli: and Mry

A fiusi.su( oNI)Ain, I.DIR-A ioN
014(1)N11..S C1.ASS11.1(...\ l'ION 'Mt !(' Ft Ilia

One of the strategies beim) employed in the attempt to accomplish the objectives
oll dined above is the development of a classification structure that can serve not only us

an organizing framework for the comprehensive set of postsecondary education outcomes,
but also as an operational focal point for consideration of the question, "Just what are
the outcomes of postsecondary education?" An initial version of this structure already
has been ,leveloped in the form of an Inventory of Higher Ethwatkm Outcome Variables

aid Measures (Micek and Wallhaus, 1973), The inventory is based on the premise that

althouch improving the ability to acquire information about outcomes is critical, the
mere availability of this information is not the ultimate objective. The objective is the
delineation of decision-relevant data and the improvement that can result from the use
of these data. A primary use of such data is in the evaluation of the effectiveness and
efficiency of the alternatives available to the decision-maker. Such use invariably involves

comparisons of both costs and benefits, that is, comparisons among programs or insti-
tutions, or between the same program or institution at different points in time.

To make such comparisons, one must communicate outcome information among
different institutions, different programs, and different kinds of decision-makers. The
requirement for a communication capability, in turn, creates a requirement for a com-
mon language permitting this communication. This need for a common language to pro-

mote the use of outcome information has several major implications. First, it means the
measures of educational outcomes must be defined in some standardized way. Just as

financial data must be defined and aggregated in uniform ways for cost information to
be comparable and useful for communication without misinterpretation, so must data
about outcomes be defined in uniform ways in order to be comparable.

Second, the need to communicate outcome information creates a requirement for
some uniform scheme of organizing and categorizing the individual pieces of informa-
tion. Without some framework or structuring device, communication becomes exceedingly

7
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to develop d lei of outcome vdtadliles that would solve ,15 indlly kinds and levels ()I doci
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Table 1

Outline of Major Categories in NCHEMS
Inventory of Outcome Variables and Measures

1 II tudent Giowth and Development
1 1.0 Knowledge and !;kills Development

1.1 1.00 Knowledge Developmen:
1.1.2.00 Skills Development
1.1.3.00 Knowledge am! Skills Attitudes, Value. Beliefs

1 2 .0 Smidl Development
1.2.1.00 Social Skills
1.2.2.00 Socidl Attittele,,, Values, 111.1 lilt

1.3 0 Persondl Development
1.3.1.00 Stielen, Icalth

1.3.2.00 Personal AttitJdos, Values dm! Reliefs

1.4.0 Career Development

1 .1 1.00 Carrier Preparation

1,4.2.00 Career Attitude, Values,

2.0 Development of NIAV Knowledge and Art f OHT,S

3.0 Community Development ;rod Service

3.1.0 Community Development
3.2.0 Community Service

3.3.0 Longer-Term Community Ef fects
licannemoD
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Within each area of the Inventory, general outcome variables have been defined, to-
gether with specific potential measures of those variables. Thus, such variables as develop-
ment of general knowledge, developm specialized knowledge, and critical thinking
and reasoning skills have been identifiec h the knowledge and skills development area.
Measures that might be used to assess these variables include student scores on various
standardized tests, numbers of graduates accepting employment in their major field of
study as a percentage to total graduates in that field, or average student and/or former
student scores measuring their degree of satisfaction with their ability to apply what
they know. A complete discussion of the development of the Inventory and its possible
use is given in the document, An Introduction to the Identification and Use of Higher
Education Outcome Information (Micek and Wallhous, 1973).

One additional issue that needs to be addressed with respect to the Inventory is the
question of its use. Several potential uses can be identified. First, the Inventory should
greatly facilitate communication between decision makers in all sectors and levels of post-
secondary education. That is, it should serve as a "common currency" for exchanging
ideas and information about the results of postsecondary education. It should provide
a common language that will assist all who are interested in improving postsecondary ed-
ucation to understand specifically what one means when reference is made to a particular
outcome variable.

The second primary use of the Inventory is to facilitate the planning process in post-
secondary education. Without a clear understanding of the direction one wishes to go,
that is, without knowing the objectives one wishes to achieve, it is nearly impossible for
the planner or manager to determine which alternative course of action will provide the
best investment return or the best benefits. The Inventory should be helpful specifically
as a device for translating broad goals into clearly defined and operationally specific ob-
jective staterneirs. For example, a planner with a set of broad goals to guide him will be
able to pick arid Lhoose those outcomes he wants to achieve from the full menu of out-
comes. One he has developed his specific list of desirable outcomes, he then can rank
them and compare the expected outcomes of the various program alternatives. This use
of the Inventory's cateogires will serve also to highlight those goal areas for which quan-
titative measures are not available and thus reinforce the need to deal with such outcomes
qualitatively. The third primary use of the Inventory will be to aid in evaluation. Often,
when one wishes to compare the actual outcomes of a given program to the desired out-
comes, the process is thwarted because the desired outcomes have not been spelled out
clearly. It is expected that by identifying the specific outcomes from the Inventory the
evaluator will know precisely what is to be achieved, and subsequently, he will be able
to make an accurate comparison of the actual and intended outcomes. Such accurate
information then can be fed back for decision making about the addition, deletion, or
modification of future programmatic efforts.

Finally, since the eventual objective is to develop a structure encompassing the "full-
range of educational outcomes," further developmental activity will serve as a focal point

9
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for the conceptual and theoretical discussions surrounding the question, "Just what are
the outcomes of postsecondary education?" The development of the Outcomes Struc-
ture requires the resolution of the very difficult question of what should be excluded.
To the extent that answers to these and other basic questions will require further anal-
ysis, this effort will identify areas in which futiire work should be done.

THE OUTCOME MEASURES
IDENTIFICATION STUDY

Another key component of the NCHEMS Outcomes of Postsecondary Education
Project is the Outcome Measures Identification Study (OMIS) procedures. The purpose
of these procedures is twofold. First, they are intended to identify those outcome mea-
sures or indicators perceived as most needed by different decision-makers. This process
also should reveal differences and similarities within and among various decision-making

groups with respect to outcomes information needs. Second, implementation of the
OM IS procedures should identify those outcome measures that should receive top pri-

ority with respect to the identification and development of needed outcome data ac-

quisition procedures.

NCH EMS has employed the Outcome Measures Identification Study procedures to
survey both institutional and state-level decision makers. The institutional group surveyed
by NCHEMS consisted of the president and top-level administrators for academic plan-
ning, student affairs, and budget ana finance in a sample of community colleges, public
and private four-year colleges, and public and private universities. The state-level group
included state directors of higher education and community/junior college boards (or
their equivalent), state legislators, legislative analysts, state budget officers, and governors.

The survey questionnaire used in the OMIS is based on the outcome measures con-
tained in the Outcomes Inventory previously described, and is designed to: (1) identify
the outcome information areas decision makers feel are most important (see Table 2),

and (2) identify the 3xtent to which decision makers "need to know- and "have access
to" specific outcome measures. For example, in Outcome Area D, which contains a set
of outcome measures related to Student Occupational Career Development, a decision
maker had the opportunity of indicating his perceived need (or lack of it) for each of 13

specific measures (see Table 3).

Various descriptive analyses of the data obtained from the OMIS surveys have been
conducted. The results of these anlyses are reported in The Higher Education Outcome
Measures Identification Study: A Descriptive Summary (Micek and Arney, 1914) and
in The State-Level Outcome Measures Identification Study (Micek and Oberbeck, forth-
coming). Table 4 lists 20 outcome measures that 60 percent or more of the respondents
in one or more of the groups in the two NCHEMS surveys indicated a "need to know."

1 1
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Table 2

Outcome Information Areas Contained in NCHEMS
Outcome Measures Identification Study

A. Student Knowledge and Skills Development

B. Student Educational Career Development

C. Student Education Satisfaction

D. Student Occupational Career Development

E. Student Personal Development

F. Student Social/Cultural Development

G. Community Educational Development

H. C-.mmunity Service

I. Community Impact

J. Development of New Knowledge and Art

In general, the survey questionnaire and procedures used in the Outcome Measures

Identification Study have worked quite well. The results of the surveys not only have

helped in iden''ving the outcome measures that are important to college and state-level

officials, but a.s we confirmed that different types of decision makers perceive a need

for different kinds of outcome information.

I n a practical sense, it should be noted that certain aspects of the OMIS can be used

by institutions for identifying the outcome measures important for internal program

evaluation and external reporting. For example, one institution that participated in the
original pilot test of the OMIS procedures has used the responses of its administrators to
identify those outcome measures for which they should begin developing a data base.

Based on the list of measures identified in the results of this particular institution's sur-

vey data, work now is underway toward developing procedures for obtaining the necessary
outcome data as well as the other kinds of input and process data necessary for interpret-
ing the outcome information. This use of the procedures and results of the Outcome

Measures Identification Study is encouraging since it suggests that institutions on their
own can begin implementing the OMIS procedures.
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Table 3

Student Occupational Career Development Outcome Measures

1. Number and percentage of folrner students (graduates and nongraduates) sur-
veyed who were employed within certain time period after leaving the insti-
tution.

2. Number and percentage of former students (graduates and nongraduates) sur-
veyed who received the job of their first choice.

3. Average first salary of former students.

4. Distribution of former students (graduates and nongraduates) across income
r:ategories within a certain time period after leaving the institution.

5. Former students (graduates and nongraduates) scores on a scala measuring
their degree of satisfaction with their job performance.

6. Number of professional occupation awards and citations received per former
student surveyed.

7. Number and percentage of former students surveyed who are in management
positions within a certain time period after leaving the institution.

8. Number of viluntary/involuntary changes in employment within a given time
period per former student surveyed.

9. Number of voluntary/involuntary changes in career field within a given time
period per former student surveyed.

10. Average first salary expectations of students.

11. Number and percentage of students who are aspiring to a particular type of
occupational career.

12. Number and percentage of students and/or former students surveyed who
are seeking certain levels of employment.

13. Number and percentage of former students (graduates and nongvaduates)
surveyed accepting employment in their major field of study.

12
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Table 4

Outcome Measures Endorsed by 60 Percent of
One or More "OMIS" survey Groups as "Need to Know"

1 Number th students passing certification or licensing exames (e.g., bar exam, CPA, LPN)
on first attempt as a percentage of all students taking the exam.

2. Student scores on tests that indicate their ability to read, write, speak, and/or listen.

3. Number and percentage of students surveyed who have participated in activities that en-
hance their communication skills (e.g., debate, encouter groups, etc.).

4. Number and percentage of students surveyed identifying a certain degree diploma or cer-
tificate as the highest degree planned.

5. Number and percentage of students surveyed who are taking noncredit, independent study,
or special courses.

6. Number of students receiving a degree, diploma, or certificate within a certain time period.

/. Average amount of time it takes a student to earn a degree, diploma, or certificate.

8. Number of students graduating from the institution after a certain period of time as a per-
untage of their enlering class.

9. Number and percentage of graduates for the year who transferred from another school.

10. Number and percentage of students leaving the institution prior to receiving c degree,
diploma, or certificate during a particular academic term or year.

11. Student scores on a scaie measuring their degree of satisfaction with theii drogress in
achieving their educational career goals.

12. Student scores on a scale measuring their degree of satisfaction with their progress in
achieving theH occupational career goals.

13. Number and percentage of former students (graduates or nongraduates) surveyed who
were employed within a certain time period after leaving the institution.

14. Number and percentage of students surveyed who are aspiring to a particular type of oc-
cupational career.

15. Number and percentage of former students (graduates and nongraduates) surveyed ac-
cepting employment in their major field of study.

16. Numbz,r of nonmatriculating participants enrolled in instructional programs as a percen-
tage ot the total number of persons in those programs.

17. Number and percentage of graduates of a particular graduating class who are employed in-

state versus out-of-state.

18. Community attitudes toward the institution (e.g., attitudes toward the institution's con-
tribution to community social/cultural activities) and the institution's impact on the
amount of crime in the community.

19. Number of proposals funded for certain purposes (e.g., research versus training) by level
of funding as a percentage of all proposals submitted.

20. Total dollar amount of gifts and/or giants received for certain purposes (e.g., research
versus training) as a percentage of total budget within a certain time period.

13
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THE OUTCOMES MEASURES
AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

A final major effort of the Outcome Project has been the development of the Out-
come Measures and Procedures Manual (Micek, Service, and Lee, 1975). This manual
has been designed to serve as a flexible and practical guide for helping decision-makers
deal with the problems of obtaining and analyzing a wide range of needed outcome in-
formation. It does this by presenting an array of alternative procedures that can be used
by institutional researchers, planners, and evaluators to obtain local data for a select
number of institutional and program outcome measures.

Seiection of the outcome measures for inclusion in the manual and development
of the procedures for obtaining those measures were based on five major criteria:

1. The manual should, to the extent possible, bridge the full range of postsecondary
education outcome measures. Measures of the outcomes of the instruction, research,
community service, and institutional support programs associated with various
types of postsecondary institutions should be considered for inclusion in the manual.

2. The outcome measures entertained for inclusion in the manual should reflect the
fact that postsecondary education outcomes occur over an extended time period.
Therefore, the manual should consider measures of both short-term and long-term
outcomes.

3. The outcome measures and their corresponding data acquisition procedures should
reflect a recognition that the information needed by different decision-makers
varies considerably as to when it is needed and at what level of detail.

4. The initial version of the manual should be primarily a compilation of the current
state-of-the-art capability with respect to feasibility of outcome data collection.
Future versions will incorporate improved and newly developed outcome data
acquisition procedures.

5. The manual should be a flexible and adaptable tool from which users can pick and
choose the most appropriate procedures for acquiring data related to the outcome
measures they need.

The outcome measures and their associated data acquisition procedures presented
in th,.: manual have been organized into three majcr sections:

Student Growth and Development Measures and Procedures;

New Knowledge and Art Forms Measures and Procedures; and

Community Impact.

14
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Table 5 cn the next page shows the structure used to organize the outcome measures
and data acquisition procedures contained in the manual.

For each outcome measure coM.ained in the manual, a one-page abstract is presented
that provides:

1. The name of the outcome measure.

2. The nwnber used to categorize the measure.

3. A definition of the measure.

4. The data sources from which the data needed for the measure can be obtained.

5. A listing of the general type of procedures recommended for obtaining the measure.

6. Comments that may be useful in understanding the use of the measure and its ac-
quisition procedures.

Following the one-page abstract for each measure, the datc acquisition procedures
suggested for that measure are presented. In some instances, alternative procedures have
been presented to give the user as much flexibility as possible in acquiring the data neces-
sary for the measure. For instance, procedures may differ with respect to data collection
mechanisms (institutional records versus questionnaire surveys) or data sources (surveys
of existing students, former students, or administrative staff). A list of the outcome
measures contained in the manual and an exempl:Ar data acquisition procedure is pre-
sented in Appendix A.

FINAL COMMENTS

Clearly, pressures from both outside and inside the institution are making it para-
mount that community colleges improve their ability to document and articulate the
outputs and impacts of their programs. How to proceed in improving this capability is
a difficult question in view of the inherent problems associated with identifying, measur-
ing, and evaluating educational outcomes. This paper has summarized an approach the
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems has taken in dealing with
these problems and has reviewed three major NCHEMS products designed to help deci-
sion-makers accomplish three tasks:

1. Identify and classify the range of possible outcomes of postsecondary education;

2. Determine who needs what kind of outcome information for this particular deci-
sion-making responsibility; and

3. Develop and implement procedu-es for obtaining needed outcome information.

15



Table 5

Outcome Measures and Procedures Categories

Student Growth and Development

A. Student Knowledge and Skills Development
Measures and procedures concerning student understanding, competencies, and attitudes relative to bodies of
facts and principle; and use of their intellectual and physical abilities.

Student Educational Career Development
Measures and procedures concerning student attitudes and success relative to certain academic pursuits, e.g.,
student educational degree aspirations and attainments.

C. Student Educational Satisfaction
Measures and procedures concerning the satisfaction of students about the knowledge and skills they have
acquired and their progress toward their educational and occupational career objectives.

Student Occupational Career Development
Measures and procedures concerning student attitudes and success relative to certain occupational goals and
their job performance.

E. Student Personal Development
Information about changes in students conerning the growth and maintenance of their personal life, e.g., their
ability to adapt to new situations, their self-concept.

F. Student Social/Cultural Development
Information about student abilities and attitudes in dealing with people and their interest in cultural activities.

B.

D.

New Knowledge and Art Forms

G. Development of New Knowledge
Measures and procedures concerning forms of new knowledge developed, applied, and reorganized by an insti-
tution's programs and its faculty, staff, and students (current and former),

H. Development of Art Forms
Measures and procedures concerning forms of art, e.g., a m usicdl score, a play, a sculpture, Lreated by an insti-
tution's programs and its faculty, staff, and students (current and former).

Community Impact

I. Community Impact: Education
Measures and procedures concerning the attiwdes and success of non-degree/diploma/certificate participants
relative to their acquisition of knowledge and skills, personal and social development, and occnational career
goals and performance.

J. Community Impact: Service
Measures and procedures concerning the impact of the opportunities and services provided by the institution
and received by the community, e.g., agricultural extension services, cultural and recreational opportunities.

K. Community Impact: Economic
Measures and procedures concerning the impact of an institution's programs and its faculty, staff, and students
(current and former) on the financial health and manpower supply of the community (local, state or national).

- 16
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IV. PME AND OUTCOME MEASURES

Dr. L. James Harvey

The purpose of this section is to clarify the relationships between Planning, Manage-
ment, and Evaluation Systems (PME) and Outcome Measures (OCM). In addition, some
comments will be made regarding the linkage of Outcome Measures with Management
Information Systems (MIS).

First, let us focus on the definitions of OCM and PME.

PME. The process of establishing the college mission, goals, and the derivative goals
and objectives, of coordinating the affairs of the college to achieve the goals and objec-
tives, and determining how efficiently and effectively the planned achievements were
realized.

OCM. A quantifiable measurement of the results or impact of an educational insti-
tution or one of its programs. Outcome measures are designed to assist the college in
identifying and collecting information needed to determine institutional effectiveness.

If an institution has an effective planning system, and if they are planning in terms
of the definition above, then they are setting institutional objectives. These objectives
stem from broader, usually non-quantifiable, institutional goals. The objectives, however,
are by definition quantifiable and measurable. These institutional objectives and the
measures they contain form the basis for outcome measures and for an outcome meas-
urement system for an institution. The OCM becomes the heart of the institution's
evaluation system since they focus the college's attention on the essence of what it is
attempting to accomplish. The management process is between the planning and evalua-
tion processes and focuses on carrying out the activities needed to accomplish the ob-
jectives.

Figure 1 is prented to assist the reader in further clarifying these relationships.

It is assumed that in its objectives, an institution will focus on who it wishes to
serve, how it wishes to serve them, and what impact it hopes to have on those it serves.
To the extent that these matters are clearly stated in quantifiable objectives, the out-
come measures are the quantifiable elements in the objectives.

The objectives usually focus on desired outcomes or the expected outcomes. The
final measurement determines what th e. actual outcomes are. These definitions of dif-
ferent types of outcome measures are helpful in talking about OCM, but they are all

18
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PME COMPONENTS

PLANNING MANAGEMENT I EVALUATION

NEEDS ASSESSMENT \
PPB

MBO

INFORMATION
TIS

MIS

OUTCOME MEASURES

EFFICIENCY

Figure 1

EFFECTIVENESS

included when an institution sets and measures objectives. There is, however, or,,,2 other
category of OCM which needs to be mentioned because it is, by definition, not part of
the goal and objective setting process. This is the tacit outcome measure.

Tacit outcomes are those that the institution has on a person or communit; which
it does not intend or that it is unaware of. For example, it may not be an objective of
the college, but one of its impacts on an area is that it keeps a large number of students
out of the full-time job market. In addition, a colleae may have a significant impact on
a student's desires to learn which may not be in an institutional objective. Some objec-

tives may be tacit when they are discovered, but be converted into desired or expected
outcomes as they become the focus of planned institutional effort through the estab-
lishment of objectives.

Figure 2 represents an attempt to diagram a PME model that develops outcomes
and outcome measures. This is only one of a number of models that could be developed
and is presented to show the relationship between PMEOCM and a MIS.

2 3
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EVALUATION:

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

A fully developed management information system (MIS) would include the out-
come measures. These measures should become an intricate part of this information
system and a key factor in monitoring the progress and impact of the institution. In an

ongoing MIS, the measures should be routinely gathered, formulated in meaningful re-
ports and monitored regularly by the college trustees and executive managers.

One last point needs to be dealt with. If a college does not set objectives in quan-
tifiable items and does not have a modern PME system, does it still have outcomes and

can it still have an OCM system? The answer is yes. Obviously, the college is having
impacts and accomplishing results, whatever they may be. The extent to which these
impacts and results can be identified and measured is the extent to which the college
can develop an OCMS. The college can borrow an OCM system from someone else or

copy the good work done by NCHEMS. This obviously is not the best way to do it,
however, and is a little bit akin to starting a system by looking at the answers (mea-

sures) before the questions (objectives) are defined or asked. In the judgment of the

2 1
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author, an institution using the latter approach runs the risk of having more unidentified

measures (tacit OCM) than identified measures. A system developed in this fashion would

also be less valuable for management purposes.

Whether a college begins its OCMS by focusing on its objectives or whether it begins

by looking at other systems and available measures, these two elements will continue to
work back and forth as the system becomes more sophisticated and integrated. For ex-

ample, as the college sets new objectives, new measures will be added to the OCMS. On
the other hand, the data developed in the OCMS may lead to the discovery of new indices

or measures which in turn may become the basis for setting new institutional objectives.

In summary, an OCMS is an intricate part of a complete PME system. The outcome

measures form the backbone of the "E" (evaluation) in PME. They &so serve as a major
focus of the institutional objectives which are essential to the "P" (planning) and "M"
(management) sections of PME.



V. OUTCOMES MEASUREMENT AT EL PASO
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Dr. Enrique Solis, Jr.
and

Mr. Richard Drum

This article should more aptly be titled "Why El Paso Community Cei lege is Under-

taking a Program of Outcomes Measurement." A corollary to this would be "What do we

expect from such a program?" This paper will address the plans and reasons for imple-

menting an outcomes measurement project at the college. Implementation will proceed

with the assistance of the National Center for Higher Education Management System

(NCHEMS) as part of the College's Management Improvement Activity under its Ad-
vanced Institutional Development Program (AI DP).

The Col!ege is a unique institution in many respects. I t was opened in the fall of
1971 by Dr. Alfredo de los Santos, Jr., with an initial enrollment of 901 students. This
initial enrollment mushroomed to a total of more trin 12,000 students during the spring
of 1975.

Throughout this period the school has operated out of leased army facilities. In 1975,

the College purchased and remodeled a facility which had served at different times as a
high school and as administrative offices for a local school district. The building became

the El Paso Community College, Rio Grande Campus, and presently houses all of the in-

stitution's allied health programs.

Also in 1975, a contested decision on a 174 bond election was decidad in favor of

the college district and plans are under way for the construction of two new campuses.

When all the plans are finalized and realized, El Paso Community College will be a multi-

campus organization with a central administration. It will be better able to,serve the com-
munity, but will also have the multiplicity of problems associated with its tentacular struc-

ture. Proper planning for efficient operation must begin now.

The College has moved very rapidly in other areas. The faculty and the administra-

tion have been very active in curriculum development and individualized instruction ef-

forts. E.,:ace the school population is approximately 57 percent Spanish surnamed, col-

lege personnel also have concentrated heavily on one very important thrust of the insti-

tution bilingual education. In addition, a system of Management by Objectives (MBO)

has been implemented which includes faculty participation through faculty personal plans

of action.

In short, at El Paso Community College, we have an institution that has had over a
ten-fold increase in enrollment in less than five years. It is on its way to becoming a multi-

campus organization, has progressed rapidly in individualized instruction, is moving to
implement bilingual education, and has a work ng system of MBO.
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The MBO system at El Paso Community College focuses on managing the institu-

tion through sets of integrated objectives with measurement indicators. This system has
served as the framework for the College's planning, management, and evaluation mecha-

nism. There is, however, a weak link in the system which is crucial to its proper operation.
That shortcoming is evaluation. Our methodologies and data collection schemes are neither

systematic nor centralized.

An exception exists. Our curriculum development efforts are subjected to fairly
stringent evaluation procedures. Formative assessment of materials development and in-

dividualization of particular courses is in operation from the proposal to the implerren-
tation phases. Learning outcomes, however, are not rigorously assessed.

Another area that needs strengthening is the institu Lien's methods for assessing the

impact of the College in the community. In the past, El Paso Community College has

conducted:

Employment needs surveys;

Vocational student follow-up studies;

Attrition studies;

Some specific community impact studies; and

Community service and continuing education needs.

These and other studies, however, have been somewhat disjointed. They have lacked
that thread of coordination that turns a series of information gathering schemes and de-

vices into efiective management tools. In this respect, our growth has outdistanced our
capabilities in this area. The danger exists that if assessment methods are left unimproved,
eventually the institution wHI manage the managers instead of the managers managing the

institution. We feel that a program of integrated outcomes measurement will provide the

needed integrating thread.

El Paso Community College's planned involvement in the NCHEMS program of out-

comes measurement includes:

Identification of outcome information needed by key decision-makers

on a recurring basis;

Determination ot the uses different decision-makers will make of their
desired outrc,;,e information;

ft Development of plans and procedures for obtaining needed outcome in-

formation on a continuing basis;
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Training staff in the application of syste katic procedures and instruments

in specific job areas;

Testing adequacy of the procedures for the various outcomes data collec-

tion efforts,'

Modification of the outcome information plans, instruments, analysis pro-

cedures, and reporting procedures based on evaluative feedback about the

above activities; and

a Implementation of outcome information collection instruments on a con-
tinuing basis and utilization of the information obtained for internal deci-

sion-making and external reporting.

EXPECTED OUTCOME OF
OUTCOMES MEASUREMENT

El Paso Community College is at a.. advantageous point from which its staff and

faculty personnel can progress to efficient management. The institution is very young,

yet has made tremendous progress in a variety of areas. This combination of character-

istics affords EPCC the flexibility to implement complementary management tools which

provide for assessment of the impact it has had through its multi-varied innovations and

programs. Participation in an outcomes measurement program should enable EPCC to

identify, collect, and analyze that information that will provide better direction to de-

cision-makers for more ef ?ective management of the institution. This improved base of
information for decision-making is, in a nutshell, EPCC's expected outcome. Spin-off

benefits will include:

Institution-wide common denominators as indicators of impact and ef-

fectiveness;

Staff trained in data identification, collection, and analysis of informa-

tion;

Administrators attuned to the decision-making process based in part 017

objective and scientifically processed information;

Staff skilled in the translation of goals into 'antifiable objectives; and

Precise articulation of problem areas, i.e., a clearer distinction between

actual problems and .wmptoms.

It should be noted that a program of outcomes measurement is not viewed as a

cure-all for any and all of El Paso Community College's management ills. It is only one

tool for effective management, albeit a very key one.
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The program will be coordinated by the Office of Institutional Research. The Of-

fice has been made possible by a Title III, AI DP grant, and has as one of its objectives

the assessment of college impact for feedback to decision-makers through a program or

outcomes measurement. The combination of management activities of the A1DP grant

should result in a more effective management system for the institution. Outcomes mea-

surement is expected to play a key role in that management sytem.
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VI. DEVELOPMENT OF THE OUTCOME MEASURES PROJECT
AT KALAMAZOO VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Dr. Charles J. Kinnison

A "management sytems" project now in process at Kalamazoo Valley Community

College (KVCC) is designed to improve the College's administrative capability and per-

formance. The management systems project is sLpported in part by an Advanced Insti-

tutional Development Program (AIDP) grant to KVCC. The project is currently develop-
ing several management systems to support the planning, management, and evaluation

(PME) activities within the College. One component of the management systems project

is called "outcome measures." This component will: (1) identify institutional outcomes
and corresponding measures, (2) develop the instruments and procedures for data gather-

ing, analysis, and reporting, and (3) provide guides to administrators for their use of re-

ported outcome measures data in decision-making.

The development of outcome measures brings to mind two anecdotes with which

you may be familiar. It was reported that when Henry Ford was trying to develop safety

glass for his automobiles, engineers on the staff weren't able to find a way to do so. He
directed his chief engineer to hire new engineers because they wouldn't know the ways

how not to make safety glass. Of course, now all cars have safety glass. Then there is a

story told about Tom Edison. After he had tried about a thousand different ways to
make an incandescent light bulb, someone asked him if he were discouraged. He said,
"No, I have just learned a thousand ways how not to make a light bulb." Eventually he
was successful, because we now have the incandescent light bulbs which he invented. A

few people, like Ford's engineers, told us that we could not identify, measure, and evalu-

ate outcomes of the College. And, like Edison, we have found a number of ways how

not to do the job. The purpose of this article is to share with you some of the KVCC
experiences, both successes and problems, in carryin9 out the project. Here is the real

picture. Some things we think were done right. The report will also reveal some of our

errors and problems. After describing our experiences, this article will outline a model

other colleges could use to plan and implement such a project.

NEED FOR THE PROJECT

McManis Associa;:es, Inc., in its work with the two-year college AIDP Consortium,

has developed a PME checklist. The checklist can be used by colleges in reviewing their

PME capability. Questions are presented in three sections: planning, management, and

evaluation. The following questions, included under evaluation, are related to outcome

measures:

1. Is there a clearly defined list of institutional outcomes linked to the in-

stitutional objectives?
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3. Are there regular follow-up studies of graduates and early leavers?

6. Is evaluation information linked to the institutional MIS and routinely
fed back to the institutional planners?

Thus, the checklist suggests that a college's PM E system should include some capability
for measuring and evaluating oL .comes.

There were both external and internal concerns which led KVCC to include an out
comes approach in development of its PM E capability. External concerns were related

to requests received from: (1) the State Bureau of the Budget asking for ouput measures,
and (2) the State Department of Education's emphasis on student performance objectives,
especially for vocational/technical programs, requiring some kind of measurement of re-
sults. There were some internal concerns that related to the need for a more systematic
approach to managing the College and to assuring ourselves that we are doing what we
think we ought to be doing. The President and deans found themselves making decisions

on an ad hoc basis in critical areas such as budget preparation, enrollment predictions,
program continuation, and staffing. Another concern was that administrators were evalu-
ated annually by their supervisors and there'was not general agreement on the criteria for
effective performance. We were concerned about the lack of a set of criteria for reviewing

instructional programs that would )Iy over a period of time arid that was generally
known. Another concern was that edch office had its own data files, thus reports of data

from one office did not always agree with reports from another. We were also concerned

that each administrav-,, and faculty member had his own interpretation of the catalogue
statement of "purpo, and objectives" to guide performance of his duties and responsi-

bilities.

It became obvious that we needed to be a little more systematic about administering

the College. We were not ineffective, nor were we inefficient. However, we saw the need

to improve our performance by becoming more effective and more efficient. So we con-
cluded that through some systematic approaches, we could increase our effectiveness and

improve our efficiency. The comprehesive management systems project, of which out-
come measures was a component, was planned and initiated to help further develop the
effectiveness and efficiency of the College's PM E capability.

PROJECT PHASES

The outcome measures project began at KVCC in January, 1974, and after two years

is still incomplete. A review of events and tasks completed to date revealed that the proj-

ect will have passed through four phases during its life. The outcome measures project
had a planning phase, a developing phase, a refining phase, and we will soon enter an im-
plementing phase. Let us briefly examine each of those phases.
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Planning Phase. The planning phase included the following activities. An outside
consultant was used to assist KVCC in the project. The consultant interviewed all key
administrators and used the information from those people about perceptions and ex-

pectations of the project to develop a tentative model. At about this time, the need be-

came evident for some type of documentation of the various management systems. The
approach we chose was a management systems manual with a section for each system, in-
cluding outcome measures. Our next step was to outline that section on outcome measures.
We outlined an outcomes inventory by slightly modifying the structure developed by Dr.

Sidney Micek at the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS).

We then examined a number of references we were able to discover. Outcome vari-
ables was the first level of the inventory we developed. Those variables were then com-

pared to the mission and goals statement. A questionnaire was drafted to determine more
specifically what information administrators thought they needed to know to make deci-

sions. This was comparable to Dr. Micek's national "Outcome Measures Information
Study." A progress report was used to conclude our planning phase. There was some
overlap of tasks in the planning phase with those of the developing phase.

Dere loping Phase. During the developing phase, we: (1) conducted the "need to
know" study, (2) drafted the outcome measures inventory that was previously outlined,
(3) drafted and re-drafted the outcome measures section of the management systems
manual, and (4) identified some questions and issues related to how the project fit into
the College operations. Further, we: (5) drafted some definitions of terms, (6) outlined
an outcome measures taxonomy, and (7) gave progress reports to administrators. This

led into the refining phase.

Refining Phase. In the refining phase, we: (1) analyzed the discrepancies between
outcomes data needed and college goals, (2) drafted a technical manual, (3) drafted a

users' guide, and (4) designed a community impact study to examine some environmental

factors which affect administration of the College. Future tasks planned for this phase

include: (5) developing a dictionary of terms, (6) defining the roles of data managers
(people who collect, store, retrieve and report outcome measures data within the insti-
tution), (7) preparing illustrative reports of outcomes measures data as a trial implemen-

tation, and (8) conducting a users' workshop to help administrators know limitations, ad-
vantages, and possible uses of the data which will be reported to them.

Implementing Phase. In this phase we will: (1) complete the outcome measures
section in the management systems manual,* (2) begin to implement the technical pro-
cedures, (3) complete the community impact study, (4) use MBO to integrate the uses

of outcome measures into the PM E, and (5) begin to evaluate the college outcomes.

In that section, we will ha ae a technical manual which is a set of data handling instructions to guide

data managers and research and evaluation staff. The management systems manual will also include

the users' guide which will be a reference for decision-makers who will he using the information pro-
vided to them. Procedures for updating and augmenting the system and some reference material will

also be included. An outline of the information included in the technical manual is contained herein.
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PROJEC1' PROBLEMS

Some of the problems we encountered in the project resulted from our lack of ex-
perience on which to base pianning. Other problems occurred because we did not com-
mit adequate staff time to carry out planned tasks.

The outcome measures project was initiated before a statement of college mission
and goals was available. Absence of such a statement delayed the project by nearly three
months.

We were not clear about the results expected from the project. Project objectives
and tasks changed sevei -I times as we progressed through the planning phase.

Communication among college staff, and with the consultant, was difficult and
somewhat unproductive due to a lack of term definitions. Different people were using
the same terms to mean different things and, in some cases, using different terms to mean
the same thing.

We greatly underestimated the amount of staff time the project would need. Our
estimates would have been more accur,te if the other problems had not occurred. How-
ever, we had very limited reserve or contingency resources to commit to the project when
it was found that additional staff would be needed.

It was difficult for people not working directly with the project to see any value it
could provide to them. Project staff shifted from telling others everything as it occurred
(this was confusing to them) to reporting only concrete results (which were difficult to
understand). There was need to: (1) focus on issues raised by the project, and (2) dis-
seminate interim products which resulted from resolution of those issues.

Dealing with these problems helped us become much wiser. Because of them, we
now know some of the ways not to carry out such a project. We hope you can benefit
from our experience. The experience has led to an outline of the process for developing
an outcomes oriented PME.

MODEL FOR OUTCOMES ORIENTED PME

Any college which undertakes a project to improve its PME capability by measuring
and evaluating its outcomes could adapt a model such as the one outlined on the follow-
ing page. Experience with the KVCC project suggests a three-stage model which can be
implemented by completin eleven steps. The three stages involve delineation, measure-
ment, and evaluation of coHege outcomes.
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STAGE I. DELINEATION OF OUTCOMES

Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.

Determine Benefits
Establish Goals
Delineate Outcomes

STAGE II. MEASUREMENT OF OUTCOMES

Step 4.
St ep 5.
Step 6.
Step 7.

Select Measures
Collect Data
Analyze Data
Report Analyses

STAGE III. EVALUATION OF OUTCOMES

Step 8. Compare to Plans
Step 9. Evaluate Planning
Step 10. Evaluate Management
Step 11. Evaluate Evaluation

SUMMARY

A number of external and internal concerns led the President and administrators at
KVCC to recognize the need for use of outcome measures in planning, management, and
evaluation of the College. The outcome measures project designed to respond to that need
progressed through four phases in its development. The phases were: planning, develop-
ing, refining, and implementing the project. Problems encountered by the project resulted
from lack of experience on which to base planning and the lack of adequate staff time to
carry out planned tasks. The experience suggested a three-stage, eleven-step model for a
college to develop outcomes oriented PM E. Appendix C contains the tentative list of the
outcome measures developed at KVCC through use of this process.
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APPENDIX A

A LIST OF THE OUTCOME MEASURES IN THE
/Q75 OUTMII/2 MEASURES A ND PRO( TD('RES /1/A.N./ i /

11b3.1) /?/.11TWEDITWN

A. Student Knowledge iml Skills Development Outcomes

A-1 Student development concerning breadth of knowledge
A-2 Student development concerning depth of knowledge
A-3 Student success in passing certification and licensing examinations
A-4 Areas and agents of student change during college

U. Student Educational Career Development Outcomes

B-1 Highest degree or certificate planned
B 2 Students enrolled in an organized educational activity for no credit
B-3 Program completers during a certain time period
B-4 Program completers who entered as transfer students
B-5 Degrees and certificates earned by an entering class of studeilts
B-6 Time to program completion for a graduating class
B-7 Time to program completion for an entering class
B-8 Educational program dropouts
B-9 Students seeking additional degrees and certificates
B-10 Students working toward and receiving another degree or certificate
B-11 Student ability to transfer credits
B-12 Level of achiev..2ment of forn 2r students in another institution

C. Student Educational Satisfaction Out CO IlleS

C-1 Student satisfaction with overali educational experience
C-2 Student satisfaction with vocational preparation
C-3 Student satisfaction with knowledge and skills in the humanities
C-4 Student satisfaction with critical thinking ability
C-5 Student satisfaction with human relations skills

I). Student Occupational Career Development Outcomes

D-1

D-2
'13 3
D-4
D-5

Student success in obtaining firs! job
Student success in obtaining preferred first job
Occupational career choice
Job satisfaction
First job earnings



Aopondix A
Pa9n 2 of 3

I) Annual total income (if fornwr students
I) / I:mployment in major held of study
I) 13 Change and stability of career goals

Strident Personal Devehyment

(No outcome medsures and data acquisition procedures are presented in this cote
gory in this version of the manual.)

Student Social Cultural De\ elopmein

(No outconw measures and data acquisition procedures ore presented in this can,
gory in this version o the 'mutual.)

C.. Development of NOW Knowledp,e

G-1

G-2
Research propusdls funded
Research restricted revenues

II. Development of NOW Art Forms

(No measures and procedures are presented in this category in this version of the
manual.)

I. Community Impact: Education

1-1 Enrollment of non-degree/diploma/certificate students
1-2 Community participation in community education programs
1-3 Community participation in extension services
1-4 Educational goals achieved by community participants

Community Impact: Service

J-1 Institution's participation in community affairs
J-2 Community participation in an institution's social, cultural, and recreational

programs
J-3 Community use of institutional facilities

K. Community Impact: Economic

K-1 Institution's payment of local and state taxes and tax compensa ,on
K-2 Institution's purchase of locally provided utilities
K-3 Institution's purchase of locally dehvered goods and services
K-4 Institution's capital equipment expenditure relevant to the local cornmunity
K-5 Institution's capital construction expenditure relevant to the local community
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K-/
K R

Local expentlitui es by faculty mid skill
Local expendittu es by students
Local expenditures hy visitois



APPENDIX

SAMPLE ABSTRACT SHEET AND
CORRESPONDING DATA ACQUISITION PROCEDURES

FOR ONE OF THE NCHEMS OUTCOME MEASURES

NATIONAL CENTLII ron HIGItu EDOCATION WIANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Outmme Meastit es dnd Procodures Mamial

MEASURE NAME

0-2

MEASURE

NUMBER

!;t116.Ilt uht,m111),; 01,.1r,t 11,4 Jul)

DEFINITION

Numbei on(' perceot,Ini ,,tudents \vho lecieved the job of thee lust cIiuir ipon

leaving tfli, institution

DATA SDURCES

PROCEDURES

(-)( nwr stifflents

Administration of a survey questionnaire

COMMENTS

This outcome measure is identified as a potential measur( Vocational Preparatton
(1.4.1.02) in the NCHEMS Inventory of Higher Education Outcome Variables frici
Measures see Appendix A



Appoodix II
P1194) 2 of

ACQUISITION PROGLDUIII'S 1:011011 I (OM( MI A;;LIHr I) 2

1)1 ()(:1!(IlIli! (Ii!Vp101)1(1 I1)1 I dc(Itli;it 11)11 (II Ii I I ot ()111(1)ille I) .)

ritlire!; the otio oft stnvoy (ltwstiofIndir I,:iLI'( ol (Ho ri,ituic of flip iniIstir III(' pro

c.eclores aro appropl iMe for use in a Ewen!! Student thiestionnaile.

PROCEDURE FOR A FORMER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE'

It should be noted that questionndire items 1 and 2 on the following ridge are stir]

(Jested since they are comparable to those used in the American Council on Education's
longitudinal follow-up studies of college students. As 0 result, Vie results obtained from
the use of these items can be 'lloared to the ACE results referenced in Preventing Col-

tege Dropouts (Astin, 1975) oi writing to Dr. ALxarorer Asrift Graduate School of
Education, University of California ;it Los Anlieles, California.
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Page 3 of 5

1. In your first full-time joh after leavirig
(Name of Institution) which of tha following was your first
employer? (PLEASE CHECK ONE)

First Employer

Government: Federal (01)..
State & Local (02)

Education: Elementary & Secondary (03)

Higher Education (04)

Other Non-Profit
Organizdtions Hospitals, clinics .... (051

Social Vie)fore (06)
Church .. (07)
Other non-profit organizations (08)

Business &
Service: Self-employed or family

business .. (09)
Private company .. (101

Professional partner.,-,, (11)
Research .

(12)

Other: (Please Specify) .
(13)

2. How much of the work et this first full-time job was devoted
to the following activities? !CHECK ONE FOR EACH ACTIV-
ITY)

(1)

A Major
Amount

(2)

A Min or

Amount

(3)

None

A. Teaching _ _

B. Research and Development _ _

C. Administration or Management

D. Service to patients or clients _ _

E. Other (Specify) _

3. Was your first full-time rob after leaving (Name of Institution)

the job Y00 most Preferred at the time)

- II) Yes

(2) No

4. Which statement best describes how you regarded
your first job? (PLEASE CHECK ONE)

.
(1) TemPorary job until a better one could

be found._ (2) -TeritPorary job while wait) ng to report
to a new job.

(31 TemPoraty job to earn money to do some-
thing else (travel, school, have free time,
etc.).

(4) Job to earn money while I decide ,That

kind of wor k I wanted.

Job with possible career potential.

Job with definite career potential.

Other (Please specify) _

5. How did you find your first job after leaving [Name
of Institution) ? (PLEASE CHECK ONE)

Ill Employed at job while completing my
program.

School placement off:cca or instructor.

Professional periodicals or organizations.

Civil Service application.

Public or private employment agency.

Newspaper advertisement.

Direct application to employer.

Friends or relatives.

Other (Please specify)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)_ (8)

(9)

6. Was your first job related to your major f ield of
study (your program)?

(1 ) Directly related

. (21 Somewhat related

(3) Not related at all
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As an alternative to questionnaire items 1 and 2 on the preceding page, one may wish to
to consider the following three questions which have been used by the U.S. Bureau of
Census to determine the employment sector and kind of work a person is doing or has

done. Responses to these questions and those pertaining to questions 4, 5, and 6 can
be compared to data the Bureau of Census collects in its annual educational attainment
survey which is conducted each March. (See U.S. Bureau of Census ('urrent Nut lathm
Reports: Series P-29, "Educational Attainment in the United Stat.ds.")

1. In what kind of business or industry was (or is) your first full-time job after leaving
[Name of Institution] ? (For example, accounting firm, public school, TV manufac-
turer)

I

2. What kind of work did (or does) your first full-time job involve? (For example, ac-
counting, teaching ch?.mistry, electrical engineering)

In your first job were you (or are you).

(1) An employee of a private business?

(2) Self-employed in your own business?

(3) An ernployee in local, state, or Fecloral Government?

(4) A public employee in a non-government organization? (For example, an
environmental agency, a public school system, a public hospital)
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Another alternative for questionnaire items 1 and 2 on the preceding page is the following:

1. From the list that appears on page , which entry best describes your first full-
time occupation after leaving [Name-7, nst tu tion]
(Please write its 3-digit code in the space below.)

Occupation: I I
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APPENDIX C

TENTATIVE LIST OF OUTCOME MEASURES
DEVELOPED BY KALAMAZOO VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

1.00.00.00 STUDENT GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

1.10.00.00 General Education arid Knowledge

.01.00 Students Completing Requirements for General Pre-Baccalaureate Programs

.01 Associate in Arts and Associate in Applied Science degrees awarded each

year by career center

.02.00 Transfer of Credits to Other Institutions

.01 Transcripts of credits forwarded to other institutions each year

.02 Students transferring from KVCC who have been offered scholai ships,

grants and awards each year

.03.00 Participation in Non-credit Campus Educational Experiences

.01 Students attending college sponsored cultural and recreational activities

each term

.02 Students attending coHege sponsored non-credit workshops, lectures and

seminars each term

.03 Students completing courses for non-credit (audit) by development cen-

ter each term

.04.00 Programs for Non-Traditional Students

.01 Credits earned each term by students classified as "C" on admissions form

.02 Credits earned each term in courses offered before 8:00 a.m., between 4:00

and 7:00 p.m., and on weekends (Saturday and Sunday)

.03 Persons over 60 years of age completing courses each term

.05.00 Impact on KVCC Educational Experience on Student's Perception of Man

and Society

.01 Selected students' social, political and racial attitudes measured during first

term of attendance at KVCC and at time of graduation
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.06.00 Measures of Student Ability to Communicate Effectively

.01 Graduating students scores on test indicating their ability to read

.02 Graduating students scores on tests that indicate their ability to write

.03 Graduating students scores on tests that indicate their ability to communi-
cate orally

1.20.00.00 Speciali:ed and Knowledge

.01.00 Students Completing Requirements in Technical Education

.01 Students successfully completing certificate programs each year by field of
specialization

.02 Students graduating from AAS degree programs each year by field of spe-
cialization

.03 Students passing certification or licensing exams each year

.02.00 Employment of Graduates of Certificate and AAS Degree Programs

.01 Graduates who are employed in their area of preparation within three
months after completion of training

.02 Students who take a first job outside of their area of specialization each
year

.03 Starting salaries of graduates of certificate and AAS degree program each
year

1.30.00.00 Satisfaction with KVCC Support Activities

.01.00 Student Recommendations

.01 Students who recommend attendance at KVCC to friends and relatives
measured every two years

.02 Students attending KVCC on the recommendation of a student or former
student measured every two years

.02.00 College Placement Service

.01 Placement of students in off-campus jobs before graduation

.02 Students registered with placement service each year

.03 Job interviews scheduled for marketing graduates each year
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.03.00 Impact of Student Aid

.01 Graduates who received scholarships, grants or aid during last year of atten-
dance at KVCC by amount of aid and source

.02 Graduates who received scholarships, grants or aid during first year of atten-
dance at KVCC by amount of aid and source

.03 Funds given to students in financial aid and scholarships each year

.04 Monies paid to students for part-time, on-campus employment each year

2.00.00.00 FACULTY AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT

2.10.00.00 Work Satisfaction

.01.00 Working Conditions

.01 Communications initiated each year stating unfair treatment or adverse
working conditions by job classification

.02 Registrations each year stating dissatisfaction with working conditions by
job classification

.03 In-house transfers each year by organizational unit

.04 Changes in pay status made each year (other than normal contractional
increasement)

.05 Mandays lost each year to strikes and work stoppage

.06 Participants in KVCC in-service training programs each year by job classifi-
cation

3.00.00.00 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND SERVICE

3.10.00.00 Community Education Development

.01.00 Effect of Job-Related Educational Experiences on Non-classified KVCC
Students

.01 Non-classified students who receive promotions as result of job-related edu-
cational experiences each year

.02 Non-classified students who receive salary increases as a result of job-related
educational experiences each year

.03 Non-classified students who obtained new jobs as a result of job-related edu-
cational experiences each year
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3.20.00.00 Community Services

.01.00 Institutional Resources Allocated to Community Services

.01 Budget allocated to community services each year

.02 Estimated monetary value of community services rendered each year by
type of service

.02.00 Individuals Served by College

.01 Persons attending extra-mural, cultural and recreational activities each year
who are not students or employees of the college

.02 Community residents not associated with KVCC as students or employees
who received services from the college each year by type of service

3.30.00.00 Community Impact

.01.00 Employment and Distribution of Students

.01 Graduates employed in KVCC service area mi. ed every three years

.02 Distribution of KVCC graduates by geographical areas measured every
three years

.03 Annual salary granted KVCC graduates by selected employers measured
every three years

.02.00 Economic Impact

.01 Dollar amounts of goods and services purchased by KVCC from service
area every year by type of purchase

.02 Impact of KVCC on decisions to locate business within the service area
measured every fifth year

4.00.00.00 PRODUCTS DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION

4.10.00.00 Educational Materials, Products, and Reports

.01.00 Publications by Faculty and Students

.01 Publications by KVCC faculty by type of publication reported each year

.02 Publications by students by type of publication repor`ed

.03 Publications of KVCC staff used in KVCC classes each year

.02.00 Educational Products

.01 Educational products (other than publications) developed by KVCC per-
sonnel in use on campus each year by type of product
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.02 Technical inventions, patents, technical improvements on existing machines
and devices by KVCC faculty, staff, and students reported each year

.03.00 Development and Research

.01 Funds allocated to development and research each year

.02 Developmental and/or research projects completed each year

4.20.00.00 Management Information and Reports

.01.00 Institutional Planning

.01 Institutional objectives met each year

.02 Functional level objectives met each year

.03 Dropouts before any credits are earned each term

.04 Students who do not reenter the institution after absence of one term

4.30.00.00 Public Information Materials and Reports

.01.00 Employers Awareness of KVCC Job Applicants

.01 Employers contacted for job openings each term

.02 Employers requesting job applicants from KVCC graduates

.02.00 General Public Awareness of KVCC Institutional Program and Services

.01 News releases which are used by newspapers, radio and/or TV each month

.02 News releases devoted to faculty and administrator accomplishments which
are used by newspapers, radio and/or TV each term

.03 News releases devoted to student accomplishments which are used by news-
papers, radio, and/or TV each term

.04 Individuals and groups visiting college campus each month

.05 College publications (including brochures, catalogs, etc.) printed and dis-
tributed each year

.06 Individuals enrolled who learned something about the college or its programs
via mass media every three years

.03.00 Articulation with Community Institutions

.01 Visits to area high schools by college personnel each year

.02 College programs and presentations to community groups and institutions
each year

.03 Articulation meetings between KVCC staff and baccalaureate granting
institutions each year
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